Initial recombination in a parallel-plate ionization chamber exposed to heavy ions.
For exact determination of absorbed dose in heavy-ion irradiation fields which are used in radiation therapy and biological experiments, ionization chambers have been characterized with defined heavy-ion beams and correction factors. The LET (linear energy transfer) dependence of columnar recombination in a parallel-plate ionization chamber has been examined. Using 135 MeV/u carbon and neon beams, the ion collection efficiency was measured for several gases (air, carbon dioxide, argon and tissue-equivalent gas). 95 MeV/u argon beams and 90 MeV/u iron beams were also used for measurements of columnar recombination in air. As expected by Jaffe theory, the inverse of the ratio of the ionization charge to the saturated ionization charge had a linear relationship with the inverse of the electric field strength in the region below 0.002 V(-1) cm. The gradient of the line increases as the LET of the heavy ions increases. A strong LET dependence of the gradient was observed in air and carbon dioxide. The LET dependence was not observed in tissue-equivalent gas, nitrogen or argon. The exact depth-dose distribution of the heavy-ion beam was obtained by this correction of the initial recombination effect for the collected ionization charge. The columnar recombination in air was analysed using Jaffe theory; the obtained parameter b (a track radius) should be in the range between 0.001 cm and 0.005 cm, whereas the value obtained by Jaffe is 0.00179 cm. The value of the parameter b should increase as the LET of the heavy-ion beam increases in order to reproduce the experimental values of the initial recombination.